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Staff Spotlight:

Mr. Jacobsen is a teacher in
New Endeavors Transition.
After attending Prospect
High School, he went to
Harper College and ISU for a
degree in psychology. Before
working at NET, he worked at
a movie theater, in a
warehouse, as a dishwasher,
in an autism clinic, and an
elementary school. Before
going into education, Mr. J
thought about being an ER
doctor. He appreciates
working with students.
Mr. Jacobsen’s favorite
sport is gymnastics. His
hobbies include being
outdoors, watching movies,
rock climbing, cooking, and
bike riding. Mr. Jacobsen
doesn’t have a favorite food
but enjoys trying new things.

What Time Is It?
Last week with Ms. Rhodes,
school psychologist, we estimated
time for a variety of activities, such
as walking around the school,
doing 3 push-ups, getting a drink,
going to your locker, etc. First, the
students themselves estimated
how much time it might take for
each activity. Then, with a partner
and a stopwatch, students did the
activity and found out the actual
time. The times were recorded and
compared. Some students
estimated too much or not enough
time. This activity teaches how to

Students are better at guessing how
long something might take like getting

ready for school in the morning. This
helps with staying organized and making a
schedule. To sum it all up, estimating time
is important for life because it is
necessary for all humans to be successful.

keep track of time and helps with
planning ahead.

Advice:

What’s Happening
3/11- Daylight Savings Time
3/15- Pay Day

NET Surveys
NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

3/16- Harper Placement Test
3/17- St. Patrick's Day
3/26-3/30- Spring Break
3/31- Pay Day

“When it comes to luck you
make your own.”
Bruce Springsteen

Presents
Winter sports
(sledding,
skiing, snow
ball fights)
Drinking hot
chocolate

Snow days
Holidays
Sleeping

Steps for cleaning your
house/apartment:
1. De-clutter and pick up
loose items on the floor,
take the trash out
2. Dust the whole house,
followed by disinfecting.
3. Proceed to vacuum
4. Mop/Swiffer the floors.
5. Scrub bathroom (shower,
sink, toilet, etc.)
6. Clean the kitchen
(degrease, dishes, clean
sink, clean out the fridge)
7. Lastly clean the bedroom
(do the laundry and
make your bed)
Follow these steps and you
will keep germs away, you will
be able to find things easier,
and people will not think less
of you.

Lack of sun
Cold
temperatures
Stuck inside
house
Short days
Being tired
Shoveling

Opinion: The Causes of
Mood Changes in the
Winter

